Fibrous Hamartoma Of Infancy-Case Report.
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Abstract: Fibrous hamartoma of infancy is an extremely rare benign proliferation of soft tissue of unknown histiogenesis, with less than 200 cases reported in medical literature, and commonly presenting as a rapidly growing solitary subcutaneous mass in an infant. More than 90% of the lesions occur during the 1\(^{st}\) year of life and approximately 25% being congenital. The lesion is twice as common in males and the common sites include axilla, chest wall, back, thigh, and the inguinoscrotal region.

We report the case of a 9 month old male child, born out of a non-consanguineous marriage and attaining normal developmental milestones, who presented with a rapidly growing right axillary mass of 5 months duration. The tumor was excised with wide surgical margins and the wound approximated with skin flap. The histopathological examination confirmed the diagnosis of Fibrous hamartoma of infancy.

We report this case because of its extreme rarity, uncanny appearance; a common mimicker of capricious childhood soft tissue neoplasms.
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I. Introduction

Fibrous hamartoma of infancy is a rare benign fibrous proliferation of soft tissue of unknown histiogenesis. Till date less than 200 cases have been reported in medical literature.\(^{[1]}\) This rare entity was first described by Reye in 1956 and he called it ‘subdermal fibrous tumor of childhood’.\(^{[2]}\) Enzinger in 1965 after a review of 30 cases nomenclatured the lesion as ‘Fibrous Hamartoma of Infancy’.\(^{[3]}\)

This rare lesion is usually diagnosed during the first 2 years of life with greater than 91% of reported cases presenting during the first year of life, the lesion has been described to be congenital in a quarter of the cases.\(^{[4]}\) There is a distinctive male preponderance and the males being afflicted twice to thrice as more commonly over females.\(^{[5]}\)

These lesions are solitary and present as a rapidly growing subcutaneous mass, most commonly over the axillae, arm, shoulder, chest wall and back.\(^{[6]}\) This lesion belong to a genre of their own and are quite liable to be misdiagnosed as a malignant soft tissue neoplasm of infancy like rhabdomyosarcoma and risk being overtreated with catastrophic results.

These tumors tread a benign path and are best treated by wide local exeresis with tissue reconstruction. This is to minimize the high chances of recurrence that is noted in 10-15% of the ill primed cases.\(^{[4]}\)

II. Case Report

We report the case of a 9 month old male infant born out of a non-consanguineous marriage and uneventful perinatal period, who presented with the complaints of a rapidly progressive right axillary mass of 5 months duration.

Examination revealed a firm to hard solitary, non tender, mobile mass in the antero-medial aspect of right axilla of dimensions 5x4x4 cms. The lesion was in the subcutaneous plane with restricted arm movements with no attachment to the underlying muscle or bone. No neurological deficits or trophic skin changes noted. There were no similar masses anywhere over the body. No e/o any lymphadenopathy.

After complete hematological, biochemical and pre anaesthetic workup and with the informed written parental consent the child was posted for surgical exeresis reconstruction of the lesion.

Intraoperatively a firm to hard, unencapsulated mass with infiltrating margins was noted in the subcutaneous plane.

The tumor was excised taking wide surgical margins and the tissue defect reconstructed via skin flap.
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Figure1: Gross excised specimen showing a skin covered tissue mass. Histopathological examination of the lesion confirmed the diagnosis of Fibrous hamartoma of infancy, the operative and the post operative period were uneventful and the child is on regular follow up.

III. Histopathological Examination

Gross pathology:
A firm ivory white, unencapsulated, poorly circumscribed skin covered lobulated mass of dimensions: 5x4x4 cms.

The dissection was rubbery, fibrous and cut section revealed a gray white-glistening surface with irregular yellow fibrofatty areas. No areas of hemorrhage or necrosis noted.

Figure2: Cut section of gross excised specimen showing solid glistening-white unencapsulated nature of tumor.

Microscopic examination:
Sections revealed thinned out stratified squamous epidermal lining. Underneath unencapsulated tumor tissue with a characteristic vague irregular triphasic organoid growth pattern consisting of-
1. Mature adipose tissue.
2. Intersecting trabeculae of hyalinized collagenous tissue.
3. Loosely textured areas of primitive mesenchymal tissue with scattered spindle to stellate shaped cells embedded in a mucopolysaccharide rich myxoid stroma/matrix.

No nuclear atypia or increased mitotic activity noted. No areas of hemorrhage or necrosis seen.
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The final histopathological diagnosis was Fibrous hamartoma of infancy.

IV. Discussion

Fibrous hamartoma of infancy is an extremely rare, benign soft tissue neoplasms of uncertain histiogenesis with less than 200 cases reported in medical literature.\(^1\)

This rare neoplasm was initially described by Reye in 1956 and suggested, it might be an aberrant reparative-regenerative process to an unknown injury or pathology rather than a true neoplasm. He hypothesized it to be of myofibroblastic origin and called it ‘Subdermal fibrous tumor of childhood’.\(^2\)

Enzinger in 1965; in his review of 30 cases termed the lesion as ‘Fibrous hamartoma of Infancy’ due to its organoid microscopic features and frequent occurrence at birth and infancy.\(^3\)

WHO refers to it as a pediatric, benign, poorly delimited/circumscribed superficial soft tissue proliferation; characterized by triphasic organoid mixture of well defined intersecting trabeculae of dense fibrocollageous tissue, mature adipocytes and loosely textured areas of small primitive mesenchymal cells.\(^7\)
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It usually presents as a rapidly progressive painless, solitary tumor and more than 91% cases are reported within the first year of life and 15-20% of the cases have been described to be congenital.\[4\]

There is an overwhelming skew towards male affliction, with a male to female ratio of 2.4:1.\[1\]\[5\]

Clinically the lesion is characterized by rapid progressive asymptomatic growth and most commonly have been reported to occur over the axilla, upper arm, shoulder, back, head and neck and sacral and inguinoscrotal regions.\[6\]

The tumors tend to be firm, non-tender, poorly circumscribed, with ill defined margins. The tumor can achieve great sizes ranging from 0.5-10 cm and in long standing cases more than 20 cms.\[8\]

Lesions are solid, painless, subcutaneous masses which may or may not be fixed to the deeper structures. Sometimes trophic changes may be seen in the overlying skin. There has been no evidence of familial or syndromic clustering of the cases.\[1\]

The histopathology is a kaleidoscopic mixture of 3 components i.e. thick intersecting bands of collagen, benign mature adipose tissue and loosely textured areas of primitive mesenchyme. The all 3 components arranged in an organoid pattern.

The rapid growth, size, fixation to deeper structures can be quite alarming both for the parents and the clinician. And it is pertinent not to confuse it with aggressive pediatric soft tissue neoplasms like rhabdomyosarcomas or undifferentiated sarcomas.

Lakshminarayanan R et al 2005 reported a reciprocal translocation, t (2; 3) (q31; q2) and a possible genomic loci on chromosome 2q31, coding the vitronectin receptor-α subunit of the integrin family.\[9\]

Rougemont et al 2006 showed a complex translocation t (6; 12; 8) (q25; q24.3; q13) in these lesions, thus validating the true neoplastic nature of the lesion.\[10\]

These irregular poorly delineated masses with tumor extensions in the surrounding tissue are a cause for tumor recurrence which may be seen in 10-16% of the cases.\[4\]

Carretto et al in 2006 in his evaluation of 18 cases of Fibrous hamartoma of infancy, concluded that treatment of choice for Fibrous hamartoma of infancy is wide local excision taking judicious margins with tissue reconstruction; and it is imperative not to over diagnose and over treat these benign lesions with radical and ablative procedures.\[11\]

V. Conclusion

Fibrous hamartoma of infancy is a rare benign lesion with typical cytomorphological features. FNAC, core biopsies can be misleading because of the triphasic, organoid nature of the lesion and so are the radiological features.

A strong clinical acumen coupled with prompt wide local excision and subsequent histopathological confirmation is in the best interest of the patient.
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